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I. INTRODUCTION
The Second Small Astronomy Satelllte (SAS-2) carried a high energy
T-ray telescope into an equatorial orbit with a 2" inclination, an apogee
of 610 kn, and a perigee of 440 kin. The y-ray instrument consisted df
a 32-level magnetic core wire spark chamber system with 0.03 radiation
length tungsten sheets interleaved between the spark chsmbers, a four
element directional Cerenkov-scintillator coincidence system, and a
large anticoincidence dome. The energy threshold was about 30 HeY and
the energy of the T-rays could be m_asured up to about 200 MeV. The
integral intensity above 200 MeV could also be determined. A discuasion
of the SAS-2 T-ray telescope is given by Derdeyn etal. (1972), and a
description of the method of analysis, the calibration results, and
instrument performance characteristics is _ven by lqchtel et al. (1975)
and Fichtel, Simpson, and Thompson (1978).
The SAS-2 spacecraft was spin stabilized and used magnetic torquing
to allow the spacecraft to be pointed to any region of the sky. The
aspect was determined independently fro,, two separate sets of sensors.
A digital solar aspect detector and a three-axis set of magnetometers
together were capable of providing aspect accuracy of about 0.3o. Star
sensor data could refine the accuracy to about 0.2 °. Absolute time of
arrival of individual y-rays was determined to an accuracy of about 1 ms.
!
The prlnclpal uncertainty resulted from the spacecraft clock and the
event timing slgnal. A more detailed description of the SAS-2 space-
craft has been given by Townsend (1969). The sate11Ite was launched
on November 15, 1972 and the experiment was activated on November 19,
1972. On June 8, 1973, a failure of a capacitor on the input portion
of the low-voltage power supply ended the coilectlon of data from
SAS-2. At thot time approxlmately 55 percent of the sky had been
examined, Includlng most of the galactlc plane, as shown in Figure I.
This paper provides summary tables of the celastlal y-ray informa-
tion obtained from the SAS-2 observations.
If. DESCRIPTION AND USE OF T_E TABLES
The sunnnary tables are presented in two energy bands, 35-100 MeV
and >100 MeV. The table entries are pairs of numbers: the upper -
value is the number of 7 rays observed within a particular bin of
galactlc longltude and latltude (11I and b II) and the lower value is
the exposure factor or "sensitivity." The "sensltlvlty" is the ratio
of the effective area at the angle of the centrold of the solld angle
element to that for the detector axis multlplled by the time in seconds
in which an event could have been recorded and divided by 2380. The
2
solid angle elements were determined by dividing the the sky into (144)
elements with equal latltudes of 2.5" and equal solld angle.
Conversion from the numbers which appear in the tables to absolute
7-ray intensities requires a detailed knowledge of the detector response
functions and the energy spectra of the 7-ray. However, a reasonable




































I = (Sensitivity) (2380) (6.06 x lO-4sr)(A)
where A is the effective area of the detector in cm2. The effective
area of the SAS-2 detector depends on both energy and the shape of the
incident _-ray spectrum. Because the energy spectrum is significantly
different between the region along the galactic plane and those regions
well away from the plane, two sets of approximate effective areas are
given in table I.
Energy Range
35 < E < i00 MeV




b < +I0 ° [ L I> 30°
2 2
40 cm 30 cm
2 2
59 cm 66 cm
-I0°<
,i
For latitudes between I0° and 30°, an intermediate value should be used.
The shift in the energy spectrum is largely the result of the decrease
in the galactic component of the radiation, _hlch is approximately
proportional to i/sln(_ in this latltude region for a fixed galactic
longitude. However, again it should be remembered that the results
will be only approxlmately correct. It is not feasible to include in
this monograph all the information needed to derive the energy spectrum.
Readers wishing to pursue this question in depth may consult the authors.
:#4-
$J The solid angle element size presented in the tables is reseller
than the anEular resolution of the tns tTument. Yor energies above
100 MeV, the 1_ radius of the anEular resolution function for _ndi_ldual
photons is between 3" and 4°; for 35 < E < 100 MeV, the correspondin E
radius is 6 e. In each case, the angle averaged over the energy ranse
depends somewhat on the enerEy spectrum. A localized source would
be expected to have a photon distribution compatible with these resolu-
tion functions.
The sensitivity values given in the tables reflect the exposure
of the SAS-2 detector to a given region of the sky. Any reEious for
which the senslti_ity value falls below 15 sensitivity units represents
an exposure near the edge of the SAS-2 fleld of view. Such exposures
have low statlstical weight and extend to vlewlng angles near 30 ° -
from the detector axis where the sensitivity normalization is less
certain. In most of the SAS-2 published work, angles beyond 25 ° from
the vlewlnE anEle were not used. No data for anEles with respect to
the detector axis greatar than 30 ° have been included.
The tables presented below do not permit the study of time varia-
tions in y-ray intensities. For that purpose, it is necessary to use
a list of individual y-ray enerEtes, arrival times, and arrival direc-
tions in conjunction with a determination of the sensitivity as a
function of time.
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